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Abstract—Reset control systems have possessed the potential
to meet the demands of machines, such as faster response
times, improved disturbance rejection and enhanced tracking
performance. However, prior research on the analysis and design
of reset controllers has been restricted to the assumption of
two resets per period, neglecting multiple-reset scenarios. In
light of this, we focus on the frequency-domain analysis of
Infinite-reset Control Systems, which serve as the limit case of
multiple-reset control systems, and propose a new model for
their analysis. Through this model, the sensitivity functions of
Infinite-reset Control Systems are characterised, linking their
frequency-domain and time-domain behaviour. The effectiveness
of the infinite-reset system is evaluated through simulation of
a reset control system case. The results reveal that the infinite-
reset system demonstrates improved accuracy in prediction in
multiple-reset systems compared to the previous analysis meth-
ods. Furthermore, this study provides a deeper understanding of
the reset systems.

Index Terms—reset control system, infinite-reset systems,
frequency-domain analysis, sensitivity functions

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of controllers in the precision motion industry is
crucial for achieving precise positioning in machines. How-
ever, it can be challenging for traditional linear compensators
to meet the demands for high speed and precision due to
the limitations imposed by the Bode gain-phase relationship
and the waterbed effect [1]. As a result, the development of
nonlinear controllers that can overcome these limitations is
necessary. One such potential alternative is the reset controller
(RC), which has the advantage of being easily integrated into
conventional design frameworks and has thus been gaining
increasing attention in both academic and industrial settings
[2], [3].

The concept of the Reset Controller (RC) was first in-
troduced by Clegg in 1958 with the development of the
Clegg Integrator (CI) [4]. The CI, a linear integrator with an
internal reset mechanism, has the ability to reset its output to
zero when the input signal crosses zero. Through the use of
Describing Function (DF) analysis, it was found that the CI
has a phase lag of only 38.1° compared to the 90° phase lag
of a traditional linear integrator. This phase advantage of the
CI demonstrates its ability to overcome the Bode gain-phase

*Coppresponding author: S. Hassan HosseinNia.

trade-off restriction. In the 1970s, Horowitz, et al. developed
the first-order reset element (FORE) and a quantitative design
procedure for it [5], [6]. The FORE, which combines a first-
order linear low-pass filter with a reset law, has been found
to perform well in disturbance-tolerance. Subsequently, the
field of RC has attracted increasing attention, leading to the
development of various reset elements, see [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13].

Frequency-domain techniques are easy-to-use, ‘industry-
friendly’ design tools for reset control systems (RCSs) [14]. In
open-loop, Higher-order sinusoidal input describing function
(HOSIDF) have been utilised to analyse the frequency-domain
properties of each harmonic of RCSs [15], [16] [17]. In
closed-loop, numerical evaluation for RCSs was proposed
in [18], however, this method is not suitable for the loop-
shaping technique. In [3], the authors developed a frequency-
domain based analysis method for RCSs in closed-loop but
failed to include reset actions of higher harmonics in output
signals, which will cause deviations. In [19], a model for
analysing closed-loop RCSs was developed to overcome these
deviations and achieve precise loop-shaping analysis of Single-
input single-output (SISO) RCSs.

However, the above analytical methods for RCSs in closed-
loop are limited to scenarios with two resets per period,
thereby excluding multiple-reset situations, such as in [20],
[21]. The frequency-domain characteristics of Multiple-reset
Control Systems (MRCSs) are not well-understood. How-
ever, directly analysing the nonlinear elements of MRCSs is
redundant. Therefore, we investigates the frequency-domain
properties of the extreme case of the MRCS: Infinite-reset
Control System (IRCS).

The overall structure of the study takes the form of five
sections. Section II introduces the definition of the RCS, its
stability and convergence analysis, and analysis methods for
RCSs. Section III demonstrates the two main contributions
of this study: (1) We demonstrate that all closed-loop RCSs
can be separated into their base-linear systems (BLSs) and
corresponding nonlinear components; and (2) we develop a
new frequency-domain based model for analysing the IRCSs.
Additionally, sensitivity functions of the IRCS that connect the
frequency-domain and the time-domain are developed. Then,
the performance of the proposed technique is validated by the
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simulation in an RCS in section IV, showing its effectiveness.
Finally, concluding remarks are illustrated in section V. It
should be notes that the IRCS is an extreme case. In practice,
RCSs will not experience infinite reset intervals and lead to
Zenoness.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section presents the definition, the stability and conver-
gence conditions, and current frequency-domain analysis tools
for the RCS.

A. General Reset Control System
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of a general RCS in

closed-loop. It includes a reset controller represented by the
block C, a plant embodied by the block P , in which rptq, eptq,
uptq, and yptq are the reference input signal, error, control
input, and system output signals respectively. In this study,
we have restricted our attention to the analysis of SISO RCSs
with the reference input signal given by rptq, and the process
disturbance dptq and measurement noise nptq are not taken
into consideration.

+
-

r(t) e(t) 

d(t)

y(t)
+

+

n(t)

+
+u(t)

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the RCS, where the dashed-line
represents the resetting action.

The RCS is a class of hybrid systems whose flow map
is identical to its linear counterpart, while the jump map is
a resetting mechanism [22], [23]. The jump set is based on
different reset laws. The classical reset law is “zero-crossing
law” where the output will be reset when the input signal
crosses zero. The state-space model of a general RCS can be
represented as follows:

C “

$

’

&

’

%

9xrptq “ ARxrptq ` BReptq, when eptq ‰ 0

xrpt`q “ Aρxrptq, when eptq “ 0

uptq “ CRxrptq ` DReptq,

(1)

where xrptq P Rnc is the RC state, and nc is the number of
the states; AR, BR, CR, DR together describe the dynamic of
the BLS; Aρ defines the reset matrix:

Aρ “

„

γ
Il

ȷ

, γ “ diagpγ1, γ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γrq, (2)

with γr P r´1, 1s showing that the RC state resets to
its proportional value. There are two type of states in Aρ:
nonlinear reset states with number of r , and l linear states,
where nc “ r ` l.

In Fig. 1, the state-space representations of the plant P are
defined as

P “

#

9xpptq “ APxpptq ` BPuptq,

yptq “ CPxpptq,
(3)

where AP , BP , CP describe the dynamic of the plant, xp P

Rnp is the plant state, and np is the number of plant states.
Neglecting the exogenous input signal rptq and combining

C in (1) and P in (3), the state-space representatives of the
closed0loop RCS denoted by H is given as

H “

$

’

&

’

%

9xptq “ Aclxptq, when x R J

xpt`q “ Arxptq, when x P J

yptq “ Cclxptq,

(4)

where xT “ rxr
T xp

T s P Rnh with nh “ nc ` np being the
number of H states, and J :“ tx P Rnh |Cclx “ 0u is the
set of reset instants meeting the condition of eptq “ 0. The
state-space matrices are given as

Acl “

„

AR ´BRCP

BPCR AP

ȷ

, Ccl “
“

0 CP

‰

, Ar “

„

Aρ

I

ȷ

.

(5)

B. The Stability and Convergence Conditions for RCSs

For an RCS, we need to guarantee its stability and conver-
gence. The Hβ condition presented in proposition 1 provides
sufficient conditions for L8 (bounded input bounded state)
stability for the closed-loop RCS driven by periodic inputs.

Proposition 1. (Hβ condition [7], [24]) The RCS in (4) is
quadratically stable if and only if the Hβ condition holds, i.e.,
there exists a β P Rr and a positive definite matrix Pr P Rrˆr

such that the transfer function

Hβpsq
∆
“

“

βCp 0rˆl Pr

‰

psI ´ Aclq
´1

»

–

0
0Trˆl

Irˆr

fi

fl , (6)

is Strictly Positive Real (SPR) and additionally a non-zero
reset matrix Aρ satisfies the condition

AT
ρ PrAρ ´ Pr ď 0. (7)

If the Hβ condition holds, then RCS has the uniform
bounded-input bounded state (UBIBS) property. Besides, [25]
provides the L2 stability of reset systems. Except for the
stability conditions, for nonlinear systems, extra convergence
conditions for the closed-loop RCS under periodic inputs are
provided in [26], [27].

C. Frequency-domain Analysis Tool for Two-reset Control
System

In open-loop, HOSIDF is applied to analyse RCSs [28]. The
function Hnpωq is defined to describe the ratio of the control
input signal uptq to the error signal eptq at steady-states, where
n is the number of harmonics and ω is the frequency of input
signal eptq. Hnpωq [3], [28] is given by

Hnpωq “

$

’

&

’

%

CRpjωI ´ ARq´1pI ` jΘDpωqqBR ` DR, for n “ 1

CRpjnωI ´ ARq´1jΘDpωqBR, for odd n ě 2

0, for even n ě 2

(8)
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with
Λpωq “ ω2I ` AR

2,

∆pωq “ I ` ep π
ωARq,

∆rpωq “ I ` Aρe
p π
ωARq,

Γrpωq “ ∆´1
r pωqAρ∆pωqΛ´1pωq,

ΘDpωq “
´2ω2

π
∆pωqrΓrpωq ´ Λ´1pωqs.

(9)

In closed-loop, assuming there are two reset instants per
period, the sensitivity functions of a RCS are given in the
following Proposition [19].

Proposition 2. (Sensitivity functions for the RCS with two
reset instants in closed-loop) In a RCS (4), for a sinusoidal
reference signal rptq “ sinpωtq, Snpωq pn P Nq and Tnpωq are
defined to be the n-th sensitivity function and complementary
sensitivity function of the RCS in closed-loop given by

Snpωq “

$

’

&

’

%

1
1`LOpωq

, for n “ 1

´
ΓLNLpnωq

1`Lpnωq
¨ e´jn=LOpωq

|1`LOpnωq|
, for odd n ě 2

0, for even n ě 2

(10)

Tnpωq “

$

’

&

’

%

LOpωq

1`LOpωq
, for n “ 1

ΓLNLpnωq

1`Lpnωq
¨ e´jn=LOpωq

|1`LOpnωq|
, for odd n ě 2

0, for even n ě 2

(11)

with

LOpnωq “ Lpnωq ` ΓLNLpnωq,

Lpnωq “ RLpnωqPpωq,

LNLpnωq “ RNLpnωqPpnωq,

RLpωq “ CRpjωI ´ ARq´1BR ` DR,

RNLpnωq “
1

n
RδpnωqR´1

δ pωq rH1pωq ´ RLpωqs ,

(12)

where Γpωq is given by

Γpωq “ 1{

ˆ

1 ´

ř8

n“3 ζpnωqηpnωq

ηpωq

˙

,

ζpnωq “
´|Lnlpnωq| cosp=Lnlpnωqq

1 ` |Lblpnωq| cosp=Lblpnωqq
,

ηpnωq “ pAρ ´ Iq|Cblpωq| sinprπ ` =Cblpωqq, pr P Nq.
(13)

However, there is a lack of frequency-domain analysis
methods for multiple-reset control systems. To address this
gap, we develop a frequency-domain analysis method for
multiple-reset systems based on the limit-case of infinite-reset
systems.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section is primarily focused on the development of a
frequency-domain analysis method for Infinite-reset Control
Systems (IRCSs). Additionally, a comparison metric is estab-
lished to evaluate the performance of the proposed method
compared to previous methods. Note that IRCSs are are limit
cases of MRCSs and are distinct from the zenoness scenario.

A. The Piece-wise Model of RCSs

In this subsection, we show the outputs of a general RCS
are piece-wise functions. Furthermore, RCSs are proved to be
the sum of their BLSs and stair-step inputs.

Suppose that the reference signal rptq in Fig. 1 is a
sinusoidal wave given by rptq “ R0 sinpωtq and Cblpωq is
the base-linear controller. The open-loop transfer function,
sensitivity function, complementary sensitivity function, and
control sensitivity function of the BLS denoted by Lblpωq,
Sblpωq, Tblpωq, and CSblpωq respectively are given by

Lblpωq “ CblpωqPpωq,

Sblpωq “
1

1 ` Lblpωq
,

Tblpωq “
Lblpωq

1 ` Lblpωq
,

CSblpωq “
Cblpωq

1 ` Lblpωq
.

(14)

The control input signal ublptq, error signal eblptq and output
signal yblptq of the BLS are given by

ublptq “ R0 |CSblpωq| sinpωt ` =CSblpωqq,

eblptq “ R0 |Sblpωq| sinpωt ` =Sblpωqq,

yblptq “ R0 |Tblpωq| sinpωt ` =Tblpωqq.

(15)

Rδpωq is defined for calculation convenience given by

Rδpωq “ CRpjωI ´ ARq´1jωI. (16)

The unit Heaviside step function hptq is defined by

hptq :“

#

1, t ą 0

0, t ď 0
(17)

hsptq and hpsptq represent the step responses of hptq with
respect to RδpωqSblpωq and RδpωqPpωqSblpωq:

hsptq “ F ´1rHpωq ¨ RδpωqSblpωqs,

hpsptq “ F ´1rHpωq ¨ RδpωqPpωqSblpωqs,
(18)

with Hpωq being the Fourier transform of hptq.
tR :“ teptiq “ 0|i P Nu is defined to be the set of reset

instants, with t0 “ 0. t´
i denotes the before-reset state while

the t`
i denotes the after-reset state. Afterwards, uppercase

letters are used to indicate the frequency-domain components,
while lowercases denote time-domain ones as per convention.
The RCSs in the paper are under the zero initial condition.

Lemma 1. (The first reset instant) Suppose the input signal
of the RCS is a sinusoidal wave given by rptq “ R0 sinpωtq,
by ignoring the initial transient response, the first reset instant
t1 can be approximated as follows:

t1 “
π ´ =pSblpωqq

ω
. (19)

Proof. The first reset instant meets the condition that the base-
linear error signal eblptq hits to zero for the first time. eblptq
in steady-state is given by

eblptq “ R0|Sblpωq| sinpωt ` =pSblpωqqq, (20)
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so the first solution of eblpt1q “ 0 is the first reset instant t1
of the RCS as given in (19).

Lemma 2. (The piece-wise formats of RCSs outputs) In a
SISO RCS, the input signal is defined as a sinusoidal wave
rptq “ R0 sinpωtq, and the number of reset instants in one
period is denoted by µ, the control input signal uptq, output
signal yptq, and error signal eptq are piece-wise functions
that are defined by the reset instants ti P tR. Specifically,
for the time interval between two reset instants pti, ti`1q, the
piece-wise functions for the control input signal, output signal,
and error signal are denoted by ui`1ptq, yi`1ptq, and ei`1ptq,
respectively, and are mathematically represented as follows.

ui`1pt ´ tiq “ uipt ´ ti´1q ´ p1 ´ γquipt
´
i q ¨ hspt ´ tiq,

yi`1pt ´ tiq “ yipt ´ ti´1q ´ p1 ´ γquipt
´
i q ¨ hpspt ´ tiq,

ei`1pt ´ tiq “ eipt ´ ti´1q ` p1 ´ γquipt
´
i q ¨ hpspt ´ tiq.

(21)

Proof. At an arbitrary reset instant ti P tRpi P Nq, the state
xptiq of the RC is reset to its proportional value γxptiq, where
γ is a constant in the range r´1, 1s. The reset action during two
arbitrary reset instants pti, ti`1q is equivalent to introducing a
step signal with amplitude pγ ´ 1quipt

´
i q as a disturbance in

the state xptq. Therefore, the piece-wise functions for ui`1ptq,
yi`1ptq, and ei`1ptq can be derived as shown in (21).

Theorem 1. (The time-domain model for a general RCS)
In a SISO RCS, the input signal rptq is defined as rptq “

R0 sinpωtq, and the number of reset instants in one period
is given by µ. The output yptq is divided in two signals: its
base-linear output yblptq, and a nonlinear output denoted by
ynlptq as shown below.

yptq “ yblptq ` ynlptq, (22)

where yblptq is given in (15) and

ynlptq “ pγ ´ 1q

i“µ´1
ÿ

i“1

uipt
´
i qhpspt ´ tiq. (23)

Proof. As previously demonstrated, at an arbitrary reset in-
stant ti P tR pi P Nq, the control input signal of the RCS
after the reset, upt`

i q, is equivalent to the base-linear signal
ublptiq augmented by a step signal of amplitude pγ´1qupt´

i q.
Consequently, the RCS in the time-domain can be viewed
as its base-linear system and a discrete stair-step disturbance,
denoted by dsptq, as defined below.

dsptq “ pγ ´ 1q

i“µ´1
ÿ

i“1

uipt
´
i qhpt ´ tiq. (24)

Thus, yptq is comprised of two elements: one is yblptq from
the input rptq; the other is ynlptq in (23) from dsptq.

Since MRCSs have multiple reset instances at discrete
locations, the analysis of the corresponding disturbance signal
dsptq is complex. When the number of reset instants per period
approaches infinity (µ Ñ 8), lim

µÑ8
dsptq is a continuous linear

function when t P pt1, π{ωq. In the following subsection, we

analyse the boundary case of MRCSs, namely the Infinite-
Reset Control Systems (IRCSs).

B. Frequency-domain Analysis of Infinite-reset Control Sys-
tems

For the case of an IRCS, there are an infinite number of reset
instants from t1 until t “ π{ω during the first half period.

Theorem 2. (The frequency-domain based model for IRCSs)
The output signal yptq and error signal eptq of a SISO IRCS

with the input signal defined as rptq “ R0 sinpωtq can be
represented as

yptq “ yblptq `
=Sblpωq

π
eblptq ` Hrpω, tq,

eptq “ p1 ´
=Sblpωq

π
q ¨ eblptq ´ Hrpω, tq,

(25)

where Hrpω, tq is given by

Hrpω, tq “|Sblpωq|

8
ÿ

n“1

1

nπ
sinpn=Sblpωqq ¨ rsinpp2n ` 1qωt`

pn ` 1q=Sblpωqq ´ sinpp2n ´ 1qωt ` pn ´ 1q=Sblpωqqs,
(26)

and yblptq and eblptq are given in (15).

Proof. In IRCSs, during one period pkπ{ω, pk`2qπ{ωq, k P

N, the output yptq is given by

yptq “

#

yblptq, for t P pkπ{ω, kπ{ω ` t1q,

rptq, for t P pkπ{ω ` t1, pk ` 1qπ{ωq.
(27)

In order to write the piece-wise affine function (27) to a Mixed
Logical Dynamical (MLD) format, we introduce a square wave
sptq as shown in Fig. 2 to separate the signals before and after
t1. sptq is given by

sptq “
=Sblpωq

π
`

8
ÿ

n“1

2

nπ
sinpn=Sblpωqq cosr2nωt ` n=Sblpωqs,

(28)
whose amplitudes alters between 0 and 1, period is π

ω , and
duty cycle is =Sbl

π .
Thus, yptq in (27) and eptq can be derived as below:

yptq “ yblptq ¨ p1 ´ sptqq ` rptq ¨ sptq “ yblptq ` eblptq ¨ sptq,

eptq “ rptq ´ yptq “ p1 ´ sptqq ¨ eblptq.
(29)

Substitute (28) to (29), equation (25) is derived.

0
Amplitude/abs

0

0.5

1

t/
s

tt

Fig. 2: Square wave sptq with amplitudes of 0 and 1.

Ignoring dptq and nptq in Fig. 1, based on (27), the new block
diagram of the IRCS is shown in Fig. 3.

Sensitivity functions of IRCSs are derived based on Theo-
rem 2, as shown in the following Corollary.
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+
-

r(t) ebl(t) 
y(t)+

+
ubl(t)

s(t)
ybl(t)

Fig. 3: The new block diagram of the IRCS.

Corollary 1. (Sensitivity functions of IRCSs) In a SISO
IRCS, the input signal is defined as rptq “ R0 sinpωtq. The
n-th sensitivity function Snpωq, complementary sensitivity
function T npωq, and control sensitivity function CSnpωq of
the IRCS are given in the following equations:

Snpωq “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

´

1 ´
=Sblpωq

π

¯

Sblpωq ´ 1
π |Sblpωq| sinp=Sblpωqq, for n “ 1,

´ 1
kπ |Sblpωq| sinpk=Sblpωqqejpk`1q=Sblpωq´

1
pk`1qπ |Sblpωq| sinppk ` 1q=Sblpωqqejk=Sblpωq, for odd n “ 2k ` 1,

0, for even n “ 2kpk P Nq,

T npωq “

$

’

&

’

%

1 ´ S1pωq, for n “ 1,

´Snpωq, for odd n “ 2k ` 1,

0, for even n “ 2kpk P Nq,

CSnpωq “

$

’

&

’

%

T 1pωq{Ppωq, for n “ 1,

T npωq{Ppnωq, for odd n “ 2k ` 1,

0, for even n “ 2kpk P Nq.
(30)

C. Comparison Metric

We define Prediction Error (PE) as follows:

PE “ |}y}Measured ´ }y}Predicted|, (31)

to describe the error between predicted results from the model
and measured results from the simulation. Root mean square
(RMS) (L2 norm indicated as }.}2) at steady-state are used
as metrics to compare the difference between values. The PE
of the new analysis method in Corollary 1 and the previous
method in Proposition 2 (Two-reset Control System (2RCS)
model) are defined as PE and PE1, respectively.

IV. RESULTS DISCUSSION

We apply an RCS example RCS1 to illustrate the effective-
ness of the IRCS model. RCS1 is comprised of a CI and a a
Direct Current (DC) motor in [29]. Their base-linear transfer
functions are

Cblpsq “
1

s
and Ppsq “

0.2

0.1s2 ` 2.5s ` 0.44
, (32)

where the reset value is γ “ 0.
Figure 4 (a) illustrates a comparison of the Phase Error (PE)

of the RCS1 based on the IRCS model (PE) and Two-reset
Control System (2RCS) model (PE1). It can be observed that
the PE of the IRCS model is less than that of the 2RCS model
for frequencies below 0.037 Hz. Figure 4 (b) show the input
signal rptq and error signal eptq when f “ 0.037 Hz, which

illustrates f “ 0.037 Hz is closed to the critical frequency that
separates the two-reset and multiple-reset scenarios in RCS1.
The results show than when there are more than two reset
instants per period in an RCS, the new IRC model has better
prediction performance than the 2RCS model.
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Fig. 4: (a) Prediction Error based on the IRCS (PE) and 2RCS
(PE1) models, and (b) Time-domain response of RCS1 when
f “ 0.037 Hz.

Figure 5 presents a comparison of the first-order sensitivity
functions of the RCS in three scenarios: (1) assuming two
resets per period utilising Proposition 2; (2) assuming infinite
resets per period utilising Corollary 1; and (3) the Base-Linear
System (BLS) without resets. The BLS is presented as a
reference to demonstrate the differences between systems with
and without resetting.
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Fig. 5: Sensitivity function of the first order elements in “Two-
reset system”, “IRCS”, “BLS”.

The critical frequency (0.037 Hz) obtained through the PE
analysis in Fig. 4 (a) corresponds to that (0.033 Hz) obtained
through the sensitivity function analysis in Fig. 5. There is
a slight deviation between these two critical points. Figure 6
visualises the first four harmonics of the sensitivity function
in RCS1 based on the IRCS model. We can see in the low
frequencies, the higher order harmonics also contribute to
the outputs of the system. The discrepancy between the two
critical frequencies in Fig. 4 and 5 may be attributed to the
fact that the sensitivity function in Fig. 5 only considers the
first-order harmonic of the RCS1 system.
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Fig. 6: The first four harmonics (S1, S3, S5, S7) of sensitivity
function in the IRCS.

V. CONCLUSION

The frequency-domain analysis technique of control systems
is effective to quantify their performance in practice. Current
frequency-domain analysis tools for RCSs are only valid when
there are two resets per period. This study contributes to
develop an analysis method for IRCSs in frequency domain,
which serves as an extreme case of multiple-reset systems.
The results show the proposed IRCS model demonstrates
better prediction performance compared to the 2RCS model
when the number of reset instants per period is high (much
more than two). This method provides a foundation for the
further analysis and design of MRCSs. Considerably more
work regarding to the frequency-domain analysis of MRCSs
will be done in the future.
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